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Self-closing
Flap

user pushes the flap down, the flap 
close up by itself (by springs) 
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 - Extremely robust bin with front door system and large capacity which can be used by itself or forming recycling stations
 - Self-extinguishing certified, for self-closing flaps versions
 - Capacity of 95, 190 and 285 litres.
 - Available in monoblocks of 1, 2 and 3 residues
 - Allows the creation of large recycling stations by joining them side to side or back to back
 - Easy emptying system with separated inner compartments for each residue
 - Collection systems:

 · Sliding inner ring bag holder with elastic band which can be horizontally foldout by guides
 · Metal inner liner with elastic band to keep the bag in place.
 - Available lids: self-closing flap and sorting slots. 
 - Lid with waste identification included.
 - Door protected by lock.
 - Can be fixed to the wall.
 - Adjustable height plastic feet are included.
 - Can be fixed to the ground with 4 M6 expanding bolts (not included).
 - Made of 1, 1’5 and 3 mm cold rolled steel plates which have been hot dip galvanized.
 - It includes a thermo-heating polyester powder coated finish with a zinc rich primer on the lid.
 - Joint elements made of Stainless Steel.
 - Easy emptying system: our bins must be safe, ergonomic and clean. This bin has been designed and produced with an 

ergonomic and efficient emptying system which reduce the bag’s risk of ripping during the emptying.
 - Accessories: rain hood, frontal adhesives, wheels kit for the bin, wheels kit for the liner and ground anchor bolts kit.
 - Compatible products: wall-mounting Kaizen ashtray, wall-mounting Valencia ashtray and Can-Adapt bags dispenser.
 - Suitable to be used indoor and outdoor under normal weather conditions. In case of extreme weather conditions, such as high 

salinity, temperature or humidity, an additional special treatment can be included. Check extra cost and MOQ.
 - Guaranteed reliability: this product has satisfactorily exceeded functionality and endurance tests under real environmental and 

usage conditions.
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